Tallinn
OLD TOWN PRIVATE TOUR TTC 1
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After a pick-up from the
terminal, your personal
guide will take you on
a wonderful journey
through the history of the
capital city with a focus
on the past and present
days.
A panoramic drive will
bring you to the Toompea
Hill known also as Upper
Town. From there enjoy
a picturesque view of the
gothic looking
Lower
Town. Estonian Parliament
building is housed in photogenic Toompea Castle. The most attractive castle
tower – Tall Hermann is topped with the national flag. Visit the Lutheran
Dome Cathedral – this 15th century impressive, austere church was a burial
ground for the rich and nobles. Alexander Nevsky Cathedral built at the end
of the 19th century as part of a general wave of Russificaton in the Russian
Baltic provinces. The interiors are covered with mosaics and icons.
The Old Town of Tallinn is the most attractive spot in the whole country.
Strolling along the 14th century narrow, cobbled streets you will pass old
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merchant houses, hidden medieval courtyards and pointed towers.
All roads lead to the Town Hall Square – the pulsing heart of the city since the
11th c. The only one surviving 14th c. gothic Town Hall in northern Europe
dominates the square.
You will see the Old Thomas (Van Toomas) – the city’s symbol and guardian.
The town Council Pharmacy is another ancient Tallinn’s institution since the
14th century it is still busy and worth peek inside. Walk through the medieval
looking Catherine Passage and pop into the various artist`s studious.
Enjoy an extra time in downtown for lunch, independent sightseeing or
shopping. At agreed time, a motor coach will return you back to the ship.

HIGHLIGHTS

INCLUSIONS

Toompea castle
Tall Hermann
• Port pick up
Dome Cathedral
• Private guide
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral
• Round trip transfers
Upper Town
• Entry to the Dome Cathedral
Town Hall Square
Council Pharmacy
• 3 h guided walking tour, 2 h free time
• Sights order may vary
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TALLINN OLD & NEW PRIVATE TOUR TTC 2
This tour is focused on
the sights inside the
medieval walls of Old
Town and various city
attractions of modern
Tallinn.
Your exploration starts
from the pier with a drive to
the Old Town. All roads lead
to the Town Hall Square –
the pulsing heart of the city
since the 11thc.The only
one surviving gothic Town
Hall in northern Europe
dominates the square.
Strolling along the narrow, cobbled streets, you will pass old merchant
houses, hidden courtyards and pointed towers.
You will see the Old Thomas (Vana Toomas) – the city’s symbol and guardian.
It has been defending the city since the 15th c. The Council Pharmacy (14th
c.) is still busy and worth peek inside. Watch the White Bread Passage – once
filled with the aromas of popular bakery, striking Holly Spirit Church with sky
blue clock - the oldest in Tallinn. The former town jail is now home to the
Museum of Photography.
Estonian Parliament building is housed in photogenic Toompea Castle. The
most attractive Tall Hermann Tower is topped with the national flag.
You will visit the impressive 15th c. Lutheran Dome Cathedral – that was a
burial ground for the rich and the opulent, Alexander Nevsky Cathedral which
interiors are covered with mosaics and icons.
Then stop at a charming cafeteria to savor quiche with fresh salad and
dressing, and a cup of aromatic coffee. Before saying farewell to Old Town,
pick up a lovely souvenir at a farmer’s market.
Then we will make our way to the picturesque Kadriorg Park that lies about
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2 km East of Old Town. The Park
and a Palace were created in the
time of the Russian tsar Peter
the Great for his wife Catherine
the First.
Also located in the park is the
Estonian Presidential Palace and
the KUMU Art Museum. Continue
your exploration and stop at the
Song Festival grounds - one of
the symbols of the Estonian independence. Song is purest expression of the
Baltic soul. Imagine a choir of up to 30,000 voices singing to an audience of
100,000.
Before returning to the ship drive along a beautiful residential area drowned
in greenery to the Pirita Marina. This was the base for the sailing events of the
1980 Moscow Olympic Games. Annual international regattas are still held
there.
Before we return you back to the ship view the romantic ruins of Convent of
St Brigitte - a magnificent monument of the 15th c. limestone architecture.

HIGHLIGHTS

INCLUSIONS

Town Hall Square
Parliament building
Toompea Castle
Tall Hermann Tower
Lutheran Dome Cathedral
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral
Kadriorg Park
Song Festival grounds
Convent of St Brigitte

• Private guide
• Round trip transfers
• Entry to the Dome Cathedral
• Light lunch

• Sights order may vary
Tour/pax
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ABOUT US
Tour De Force is a licensed tour operator in Russia (MBT #010431) and authorized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation to provide services to foreign visitors.
“Tour De Force” is defined in the dictionary as “A feat accomplished through exceptional skill and ability”.
We are inspired to live up to our name in everything we do. Since 2000, Tour De Force has focused on providing the highest level of
services for both cruise passengers and land travelers.
At Tour De Force, we specialize in helping you escape the crowds and lines, offering personalized tours designed to meet your needs
and exceed your expectations.
Our guides are carefully selected for their deep knowledge of history and art, their fluent command of various languages and their
outgoing personalities. They are able to jump queues at busy sites, linger a little longer at special places and allow to relax where
necessary. They are committed to your safety and comfort at all times.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Payment
A deposit of 20% of the cost of the tour is required in order to hold a reservation. Final payment is due no later than 30 days prior to
the date of your tour. However, we advise you to make full payment. All prices are stored in Russian roubles and when converted into
$/Euros are subject to change due to currency fluctuations. For this reason, the total price shown in the invoice is guaranteed within
three days from the date of issue of the invoice; a 20% deposit guarantees only reservation but does not fix the total amount.
Tour De Force accepts major credit cards - Visa and MasterCard.

Confirmation
After receipt of payment we will make a reservation. Confirmation and Tour ticket (blanket visa) is then sent to you via email.

Cancellation policy
1. At any time an Administration Fee of $30 per person will apply for cancellations for your reason. In addition, the company reserves
the right to charge 5% of the total cost in relation to bank charges.
2. Less than 30 days before a tour, you will be charged 20% of the cost of your tour.
3. Less than 15 days, you will be charged 100% of the cost of the tour.
4. If you cancel your private booking while other members of your party remain on the tour you will be refunded the difference in cost
based on the revised numbers.

GUIDE TO SYMBOLS
Tour duration

Activity Level
Easy These excursions include walking for short distances over relatively level terrain, possibly with cobblestones
or a few steps.

Moderate These slightly more active excursions involve an increased amount of physical activity such as substantial
walking over uneven terrain, climbing stairs or extended periods of standing.

Strenuous These tours require extensive walking over long distances. Not advisable for guests with mobility
limitations.

